Rhyming Bingo
Phonological Awareness / Rhyme

Materials
1. Bingo boards
2. Rhyme cards
3. Bingo chips

Virginia SOLs
K.4, K.7

Procedure
1. Prepare enough Bingo game boards for the number of children who will participate.

2. Randomly paste one of each of the rhyming pairs on the spaces on the game board. Laminate the boards for durability. Each game board must be different.

3. Prepare a set of picture cards on which you paste the remaining picture from the rhyming pair. These will become the deck from which rhyming words are called aloud during the game.

4. Each child receives a game board and chips to cover spaces.

5. The teacher or a designated child is the caller who turns over cards from the deck and calls out the name of the picture.

6. Each player searches his or her game board for a picture that rhymes with the one that has been called out. Players can cover a matching picture with a marker to claim the space.

7. The winner is the first player to cover a row in any direction, or the first player to fill his or her entire board.

8. EXTENSION: You may adapt this model to focus on specific word families or vowel patterns.
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